
Phuket Hash House Harriers

Run #1539 22 August, 2015

Hares: No Hope, Silent Running & Singha 

With one of the Hares as a scribe this week’s run is a done deal anyway but here we go.

 A much reduced pack due to Bike Hash AGPU, weather and no dogs we saw about 40 diehards turn up 
for a great day on new trails. The hares may have pushed the runners a bit far but it was a flat run on 
new trails and everyone came in with smiles on their faces (other than Whinging Rabbit who broke into a
sprint just in time to ‘beat’ Mr Fister into the laager- he did admit later it nearly made him puke though). 
Proper checks seemed to work and the pack came in together but knackered and ready for beer.

Mannekin Pis turned up late and despite being told how the check and falsies went managed 1 1/2 hours
for his run- outdone though by the French couple who took 2 and a half hours ( but looking at her I 
would have spent an hour in the bushes as well.  Where Clitzipper ended up is anyone’s guess AND he 
was alone, Whilst the runners were still out Gorgeous caused some concern amongst the hares but then 
shot himself out of the game with the famous Hasher words ‘I was thinking’.

Our GM had a speedy shower and started off as 
usual with the Hares, followed by the Koma 
announcement and a beer for the stand-in scribe.

 Christian the virgin lived up to expectations and 
toppled into his beer as he had already imbibed 
quite a lot. Returners included Sucker, Meals on 
Heels Flo Jo, OJ and a couple of others.

Hares in for the first run offence- No Hope for the 
recce from Hell the other week that saw him doing 
nearly 12 km and crossing raging torrents, Singha 
for prophesizing rain  (luckily it stayed dry) 



and Silent running for finding a tortoise and allowing it to crap all over the back of my truck. Fagin and 
Fungus‘s variations on calling (or not) were highlighted as well. Tootsie’s vocabulary was questioned- the 
first aid box was entrusted to him the other week with Mannekin Pis translating for him (in English!) ‘Ee 
wans yer ter breeg ze farst  Eyd Beux nercts wik as ee is nert ere’First Steward Woodpecker punished the 

Beer Bitches for straying onto Bangla the other night, Big Bee for chafing thighs and snake body powder 
and the IP for allowing their new GM Always Wet to get in such a state she couldn’t find the money to 
pay for the on on; following that shecouldn’t remember where she lived- even when her son opened the
door of the house.  Buttplug was a stand in (honest) for a hotel guest who had brought a statuesque lady
back to the hotel only for security to identify Miss as Mr. 

Numbered runs followed with Whimping Rabbit encouraged to keep his shirt on and Meals on Heels to 
take hers off- unfortunately it went the other way round but congrats on 50 runs each and WR now has a
Hash Shirt! Rumours that he already has it posted on ebay are not true. 

Prospective future GMs were each encouraged to tell a story as we didn’t have a second steward, and 
the GM was chastised for the first aid box somehow inheriting a smelly sock whilst in his charge. The GM
blamed his father, who made the mistake of back chatting the GM and ended up on the ice. The first aid 
box theme continued when Mannekin Pis finally returned to the laager with a fingernail and sole both 
hanging off to tell that it had been needed last week but Virgin My Ass was too scared to open it in case 
the Hash Quack got angry. 

I’ve been told to keep the notes to a page so the Runmaster called for a vote, there wasn’t even a squeak
of Hash Shit so good run it was and the circle closed on time. Not Cleaver is back next week so normal 
service will be resumed.

On On

No Hope


